
Give yourself a HUG: Huge Uncompromising Goal  

It's one year from now.  In one BOLD statement, summarize what your studio will look like.   

Feel free to use the space below the example to mind map or brainstorm.  Go ahead... dream 
BIG!! 

Next, write out your HUG in paragraph form on the beautiful printable on the next page, then 
print it off and hang it on the wall by your desk. 
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Example 1 
1I is one year since I started the Studio Expansion Program.  I am over-the-moon 
thrilled that we have opened our second venue and are delivering an even more 

amazing experience to our raving-fan community of over 350 students. 

Love Your Ripple Project© 

Example 2 
It is one year since I started the Studio Expansion program and I am doing a 

happy dance!  All our studio systems are set up and I have so much more time for 
myself and my family! I feel calmer and my passion for running the studio is 

back!  For the first time in a long time we were able to take a vacation to X and I 
was able to completely relax, knowing everything was organised and the studio 

systems can run without me! 

Examples 3 
It is one year since I started the Studio Expansion Program and so much has 
happened!  Our studio is stronger than ever and we are the first studio on 

people's lips when they think of classes in [town].   Our retention has improved 
from X to X and there is the most incredible buzz in the studio.  We barely have to 

advertise anymore because we receive so many word of mouth referrals! 





Analyse Your Ripple Project© 
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What are the STRENGTHS? What are the WEAKNESSES? 

What are the OPPORTUNITIES? What are the THREATS? 

ENERGISE your RIPPLE PROJECT©: Chart the Vision 



Set the GOAL!
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How many students…

… do you currently have enrolled  
in your 

Ripple Project

… would you like to have enrolled in 
your Ripple Project class by the end 

of our 10-week course?



 

A Unique Outstanding Experience + Wow Factor + 
Replicable Formula = Your Golden Egg  
(a.k.a. Your Ripple Project!©) 

A Unique Outstanding Experience 

How will you incorporate the most amazing, fun, and engaging experience in your Ripple 
Project class or program – something that no one else in your area is currently doing?  (Hint: 
Think about what you’d want your student to say to her mom as soon as she gets in the car 
after class.) 

Add in a little WOW Factor 

What are three simple, yet tangible ways you could add WOW to your Ripple Project (e.g. 
welcome pack, gift, more variety, bonus inclusion)? 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Your Golden Egg 



 

Create a Replicable Formula 

How could you simplify your current enrolment process? 

How will you make a spectacular first impression? 

How will you nurture them along towards enrollment?  (e.g., autoresponder emails, a check-
in call three days after the first contact, send a thanks-for-inquiring gift)   

How will you welcome your new student to your studio family? (e.g., handwritten welcome 
note, personal phone call, providing pertinent details about where to park, giving a studio tour, 
advising about what to bring to class) 
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“Project Attraction” 

VALUE 
What kind of experience will students have in this 

class?  Describe how they will feel, what will excite 
them, what they will tell parents or friends when they 

come home from the class. 

DIFFERENTIATORS 
List 3 or 4 ways that the experience in your class or 

program is different from anything a student would 
experience at a competitors’ studio. 

DESCRIPTORS 
Brainstorm at least 10 different descriptive and 

emotive words to use in your marketing that will 
enchant and resonate with your potential students. 

BENEFITS 
List 3 or 4 key students (and parents!) will benefit by 

participating in your Ripple Project© class 



 

In 25 WORDS or less…
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Describe your Ripple Project © using high-powered, compelling vocabulary to paint a vivid 
picture of the experience students will have 



 

Now make it happen with some ARTS quadrant planning! 
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Launch Your Ripple Project©: ARTS in Action 

ATTRACTION 
List several specific ways you will attract families to 

your Ripple Project© class or program. 

RETENTION 
What are some ways to build an expectation for 

retention in your Ripple Project enrollments right from 
the start?  How can you improve retention in your 

Ripple Project©? 

TEAM 
What marketing, curriculum, or retention training do 
you need to provide to your team about your Ripple 

Project©? 

SYSTEMS 
How will you systemize the experience, from your 
start to how your students finish?  Plan it all out, so 

you can easily replicate it the next time. 
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